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Preparing for Pre-K

What should my child be able to do?
Social/Emotional Learning

🌟 Plays next to others
🌟 Willing to work alone
🌟 Is curious and motivated to learn
🌟 Is curious about others around them
Speaking/Listening

🌟 Can say their name and age

🌟 Encouraged to ask and answer simple questions

🌟 Listens to simple directions
Fine Motor Skills

- Gives puzzles a try
- Begins to color
- Begins to turn pages of a book
- Begins to open and close doors
Self Care

⭐ Begins getting dressed alone (i.e. can put on their own jacket)

⭐ Can use the bathroom with little help

⭐ Can feed themselves
Literacy

- Identifies letters in own name
- Enjoys being read to/looking at books independently
- Can name an object when someone asks
- Can recognize and name environmental print around them
Math

⭐ Able to name many colors
⭐ Knows 3-4 shape names
⭐ Beginning to count
⭐ Can build towers out of blocks